
Chapter twenty 

Gambits 

# 

Abi walked down a deserted corridor, a stolen ident card 

clasped in one hand and a uniform marching at gunpoint before 

her. She tried not to dwell on what she was doing here. Tried 

not to think about all the many things that could go wrong, 

about the mess she would be in if someone chanced upon her 

now. What Abi had just done – kidnapping a uniform and 

stealing his ident papers, was a crime punishable only by 

death. Whatever it was she hoped to achieve today there was no 

backing out now. 

She was in this to the end. 

“That’s far enough,” she told McMullen, stopping him next 

to a door labelled ‘Storage Cupboard 7621-D’. She told 

McMullen to open it. 

“Y’won’t get away wi’this,” he snarled as he fumbled with 

the lock. He kept glancing around him every few seconds as he 

worked, as though desperate to see some friendly face suddenly 

wander into view. But there was no one. The corridor, like all 

the corridors in this part of the ship apparently, was 

deserted, emptied for the celebration of Earth Day.  

The storage cupboard was even emptier. 

It was a small space, dark and smelling faintly of 

bleach. Large canisters of the stuff were stacked on the 

shelves to one side, neat labels written next to each one 



stating how much and from where and for what purpose and so 

on. 

Abi pushed McMullen inside. 

“On the floor.” 

McMullen obeyed. 

“Now take off your uniform.” 

“Fuck I will!” 

“Take off your uniform and put it on the floor where I 

can see it.” She cocked her gun at him menacingly. “Do it!” 

Abi could have laughed at herself. She was a scrawny 

half-starved thing, dressed in little more than rags with her 

heart pounding like a ventilation system in her ears. The 

stolen gun trembled in her grip. She felt about as 

intimidating in that moment as a drunk priest. But apparently 

enough of her intent showed in her eyes – either that or 

McMullen was just a coward – because the next thing she knew 

he was doing as she said, removing his uniform layer by layer 

and folding it onto the floor in front of him. 

“Y’won’t get away wi’this,” he repeated. He muttered to 

himself the whole time. He glowered at Abi through eyes filled 

with resentment. But he obeyed. For now, that was enough. 

With his uniform removed, Abi finally saw McMullen as he 

truly was. Younger than she’d thought. Skinnier too. His was 

an awkward, gangling body complete with pasty skin and patchy 

chest hair to go with those buck teeth and big ears of his. He 

looked like some sort of fairytale creature. Pop a tail on his 



back and he might have passed for a good mouse. The man was 

certainly hung like one. 

Abi couldn’t help it; she laughed at him. 

“T’s not funny,” McMullen sulked, arms wrapped around 

himself against the cold. 

“Sorry,” said Abi, though she absolutely wasn’t. “Just 

couldn’t help but notice how human you look without that 

uniform. Why, I dare say you look almost unspoken.” 

“You take tha’ back!” McMullen spat. “Strip an officer 

naked, an’ e’s still a man ain’t ‘e? Strip down a spook an’ 

y’still got tha’ tattoo on yer arm. I will always be better’un 

you.” 

That wiped the smile from Abi’s face.  

Saying nothing, she knelt down among the pile of clothes 

McMullen had just shed on the floor and fished among them with 

her free hand. 

“Hold out your wrist,” she said after a moment. She 

showed him the set of handcuffs she had just retrieved from 

his belt.  

McMullen almost smiled. “Oooh, ‘ave I touched a nerve?” 

“Your wrist!” 

“Yer’ll always be a spook girl. An’ I’ll always be 

better’un you. Where’d you think yer gonna go t’change that 

‘ey? Run all ye like. Kidnap yer betters an’ chain ‘em up in 

some godforsaken broom closet. Don’t matter none. Sooner or 

later yer’ll get what’s comin’ t’ye.” 

“Maybe,” said Abi. “But not from you.” 



She chained him to the lower shelf next to the bottles of 

bleach. When she was finished she finally allowed herself a 

moment to think. 

There was an access terminal next to the door. Like most 

such terminals it was a small LCD screen designed to do little 

more than run inventory checks and place orders for the stock 

contained in this room. However, like all such screens, it was 

patched into the main computer network and with a bit of 

prodding about could be persuaded to show someone their 

personal mail. It had been years since Abi had last tried the 

trick but luckily for her, technology was the one thing on 

this ship that never really changed. 

She slid Hathaway’s stolen ident card into the slot on 

the side and was rewarded with a password screen. 

“What’s Hathaway’s password?” she asked McMullen. 

He laughed at her. “Think I’d tell ye even if I knew?” 

She tried a couple of combinations. ‘Master-at-arms’. 

Nothing. ‘Hathaway’. Still nothing.  

She tried every combination of family names she could 

think of from his mother’s maiden name (‘Rutherford’) through 

to the name of his eldest sister (‘Joanna’). She even tried a 

couple of the old defaults like ‘Password’ and ‘1234’, certain 

that if anyone were to leave such mundane security checks in 

place, it would be a man like Hathaway.  

Still nothing happened. 



“Yer wasting yer time,” McMullen mocked her as she 

worked. “’E deletes anything that can trip ‘im up. Fuckin’ 

watertight this plan.” 

Of course it was. Abi rolled her eyes. 

“’E’s been planning this fer months,” McMullen continued, 

voice growing in confidence every second. “No panel un-welded. 

You’ll ain’t find shit just looking about like.” 

No, Abi said to herself, that’s just what he wants us to 

think. It was the kind of rhetoric that came out of Hathaway’s 

PR machine. His public face with the jokes and the laughter. 

The arrogant youth performing harmless magic tricks for Kara.  

Abi had seen the real man beneath, however. Down in the 

bunks. Smashing a young girl’s head in just because she 

couldn’t give him an answer she liked. And in front of a 

priest no less. 

That was the man Hathaway really was. And that man was 

anything except careful. He was bold. Obvious. He thought 

himself far cleverer than he really was. 

A sudden idea came to Abi. What was that code word 

McMullen had used on the guard earlier? ‘Liberty’. 

She typed the word in and was instantly awarded with the 

welcome chime that told her she was successful. The screen 

cleared and was instantly replaced with an image of Commander 

Hathaway’s private mail box. 3.2GB of data, according to the 

figures in the corner. Over 13,000 messages. No one could be 

thorough enough to leave no panel un-welded in all of that. 

“Whad’ye do?” McMullen asked her from the floor. 



For the first time since she’d taken the man hostage – 

strike that, for the first time since she’d known the guy – he 

didn’t sound like he was mocking her. 

“I remembered who it was I’m dealing with,” Abi replied. 

“No… no… This ‘ere ‘as gone far enough now, y’ear? 

Kidnapping. Stripping me naked – let’s just say it were all 

japes, right? Just a bit of fun at old Mully’s expense. 

Revenge fer what I did t’ye before even. Fair’s fair. I’m game 

enough t’admit it. But this… it’s…” 

“Afraid you’re going to lose your job?” 

“Y’don’t know what ‘e’s like!” McMullen hissed. No, Abi 

corrected, the man wasn’t just shocked. He was terrified. 

Abi turned back to the mailbox and with no better point 

of reference, she pulled up his most recent correspondence. 

Messages filled the screen. Hundreds of reports on everything 

from productivity to cost margins and everything between. 

Yearly budget statements sat side by side with recent labour 

figures. Duty schedules and the latest crime statistics, 

messages between ship departments and houses all neatly 

catalogued in their own subset of folders, sorted by date and 

written in a crisp professional style.  

Clearly that wasn’t Hathaway’s doing. 

“Does Hathaway have a secretary?” Abi asked. 

“Fucked if I know.” 

Likely he did. Even Hathaway wasn’t stupid to leave 

anything incriminating here. This was obviously his official 

stash. The public face he showed to the world that proved to 



all who cared to look what a good citizen he was and what a 

good job he was doing. But where was the real Hathaway? 

To help narrow the search, Abi entered the word ‘liberty’ 

into the search bar and was rewarded with a far messier stack 

of documents. The files that emerged had no discernible order 

that she could tell and the writing on them was much blunter 

in tone, more aggressive and shorter. 

Perfect. 

Yet here too Abi failed to see a pattern. The documents 

were all seemingly random things. Here a report from the 

bunks. Here the latest duty rosters for unspoken recruits. A 

short passive-aggressive message to Royce Gull-Fosset from 

agriculture about the latest productivity reports from the 

farms. A short piece of correspondence with a priest of all 

things, about some of the finer details of the ship’s charter. 

Hathaway had even gone so far as to highlight the passages 

about the sanctity of all human life in bold. 

But what did it all mean? 

She dug further back in time and was rewarded with even 

more messages. Father Estavan’s name appeared a handful of 

times, as did Commander Rutherford’s. Kara was mentioned once 

or twice. The Captain. The wedding. 

Nothing suspicious there, as Master-at-Arms it was 

Hathaway’s job to know about such things. 

“’ow long ye gonna be?” McMullen whinged from the floor. 

“Be quiet,” she told him. 

He fidgeted in his bonds. “I need t’pee,” he whinged. 



“Deal with it.” 

More activity reports and schedules. A veritable sea of 

bureaucracy. It was amazing anything ever got done on this 

ship the amount of paperwork it apparently involved. 

Then Abi saw something that gave her pause. Something so 

unexpected that it took her several moments to realise what it 

actually was she was looking at and then even longer to work 

out what it must mean. 

The name of her best friend, Dawn.  

She pulled up the full version of the document and stared 

at it, dumbstruck. It was a list of Capos with a number next 

to them representing the number of unspoken who reported to 

them and a third column with either the words ‘yes’, ‘no’ or 

‘unknown’ written in it. Apparently Dawn was a yes. The number 

next to her name was 1,267. 

At the bottom of the page was a total row made up of all 

the ‘yes’s, ‘no’s, ‘unknown’s put together. The number of 

yes’s was said to be 43,722. 

But what did it all mean? 

One thing was clear. According to this document, Dawn was 

a capo now, as hard as it was for Abi to believe such a thing. 

Sure, the girl was capable enough – Abi would even go as far 

to say that there was no one more capable – yet Dawn had 

always despised the idea. She called anyone who turned capo a 

‘collaborator’. She said they were little more than dupes who 

chummed up to the uniforms and did their dirty work for them 



just for a few extra ration chips and smidgen of respect. She 

said she would rather die. 

Something here was very wrong. 

Abi ran a new search in Dawn name alone and was rewarded 

with a set of correspondence between Commander Hathaway and an 

underling explaining dated just two weeks back. According to 

the report, Dawn had somehow taken over the territories once 

held by Charity and Tundra with almost no resistance 

whatsoever “in a matter of hours”.  

“For a spook she is surprisingly capable.” 

Hathaway then replied by asking after her temperament and 

“likelihood of accepting” and the underling in turn said that 

Dawn was “utterly won over already.” 

Utterly won over was not a phrase that described the Dawn 

Abi knew. 

“No need for us to persuade her at all. It was for the 

cause that she became capo in the first place,” the report 

continued. Like many reports written by the lower rank of 

uniform, this was written in a strange kind of pseudo High 

English. The words were High but the grammar was not, leading 

to a strange disparity of voice that took Abi a moment to 

decipher. “The Mongrel reports that she promises to have 40–

50% of her bunk ready for deployment on the day.”  

‘The day’, it turned out, was this day. Earth Day. 

Abi frowned at the screen.  



She remembered the Mongrel. Nasty piece of work, like 

most Capos. Her brother had been doing labour for the guy 

shortly before her release from the bunks. 

But what did it all mean? 

“McMullen? You there? McMullen report.” 

Abi jumped as McMullen’s wireless buzzed to life from the 

pocket of his uniform. She looked over at McMullen only to see 

the man grinning at her, a savage look of satisfaction written 

bold across his face.  

“Oh yer right fucked now,” he mocked her. 

Abi retrieved the wireless from the crumpled uniform and 

stared at it, utterly torn. Answer and the uniforms would know 

what she’d done. Fail to answer…  

“What happens if you don’t answer?” Abi asked. 

“They come lookin’.” 

Abi nodded to herself. The wirelesses were all trackable. 

Fail to answer and they’d know something was wrong. They’d be 

down here in minutes, armed to the teeth and swearing 

vengeance upon her. 

Abi could try running but what would that achieve? They 

would know she had Hathaway’s ident card and it was a simple 

matter to block it. They would know she had a stolen uniform. 

They would stop any young girl seen wearing one for 

questioning. The ship was only so big and there weren’t many 

places where an exile like her were welcomed, let along one 

who was on the run. 

Abi needed time. 



“You answer,” she decided, thrusting the wireless in 

McMullen’s direction even as it continued to warble at the 

room. 

“McMullen? Come in.” 

McMullen cocked his head at her. “You what?” 

“Answer,” she said. “And answer well.” She waved the 

stolen gun in his face so he couldn’t help but notice it. “You 

will lie to them. You will stall them. If you don’t, I will 

use this.” 

McMullen met her gaze with his own. No mocking smile this 

time. No shock, or fear or any other emotion that Abi could 

name. Just one person looking at another. He seemed to be 

genuinely weighing up his options. “OK,” he said after a 

moment. “Gimme the wireless.” 

She pressed the wireless to his ear and switched the 

receiver into the on position. “McMullen ‘ere,” McMullen said. 

“Christ, there y’are!” said the voice on the other side. 

“Why ain’t you reported in yet?” 

“Sorry,” McMullen replied, glowering at Abi as he did so. 

“Got side-tracked.” 

“Well did you get the job finished at least?” 

A pause, this one longer. 

“McMullen?” 

Abi saw it a moment before it happened. The way 

McMullen’s posture changed, ever so subtly. There was a wicked 

glint in his eye and a set to his jaw. His scrawny muscles 

bunched beneath his skin like a piston ready to shoot out. 



He was about to do something very stupid.  

“No,” said McMullen. 

Then he lunged at her. McMullen’s free hand shot out like 

a dart, making a grab for her arm. Abi didn’t have time to 

think. She leapt back with a cry and the gun went off in her 

hands. Her bullet thunked right into the meaty part of 

McMullen’s thigh, missing his knee cap by a matter of 

centimetres. In that tiny storage space it sounded like a 

nuclear explosion.  

“Ah fuck! Shit!” he cried. 

Suddenly there was a pool of blood pasting the floor 

beneath McMullen.  

 “What’s goin’ on?” the voice on the other end of the 

wireless demanded. 

Abi slammed the channel shut. “I warned you,” she said.  

“Fuck! You shot me!” 

“I said I would.” 

“You fucking shot me!” McMullen stared at the mess that 

had been made of his leg. From above it didn’t look so bad. 

The bullet wound was a tiny round hole with a single tear of 

blood dribbling from its rim. The story on the other side of 

his leg, however, was a whole different matter. Blood. Gore. 

Shredded tendons and torn flesh. He’d be lucky if he ever 

walked again. 

“Will you co-operate now?” Abi asked. She tried to sound 

menacing as she said it – tried to sound as though she’d been 



meaning to shoot all along but the truth was she was just as 

shocked as he. McMullen didn’t buy it for a second. 

“Fuck you!” he snarled at her. 

Abi took her time. She raised the gun, braced against the 

recoil this time, and sighted down its length. Then very 

slowly, very deliberately, she pulled the trigger. 

This time she didn’t hit McMullen, though her bullet 

missed his face by a matter of millimetres. It ricocheted off 

the wall beside his head. His face went pale. 

“The next one goes right between your eyes,” she promised 

and was finally rewarded with a look of pure terror. 

She levelled the gun to the centre of his face. “Your 

choice.” 

“B…but withou’ me y’got nought.” 

“With you I’ve got nothing too. Seems like the same thing 

to me.” 

“I need t’go to a medic,” he pleaded. “Please. Enough 

o’this. I won’t tell I promise. Just… Look at all blood. 

Fuck!” 

“McMullen!” she said, jabbing the wireless at him. 

Reluctantly, he took it. His face was pale, his hands 

shaky and slick with his own blood. 

The voice on the other end of the line was filled with 

panic. “What’s going on?” it was demanding as Abi flipped the 

channel open once more. “McMullen report! What was that 

noise?” 



“I’m… I’m fine,” McMullen hissed between breaths. Give 

the guy credit, he hid his pain well. “Just shot meself is 

all.” 

“You… what?” 

“I bloody shot meself di’n’t I?” McMullen repeated. He 

glared at Abi as he said it but the fear of the gun was still 

very real. “Accident is all. I’ll be fine just… gimme a 

minute.” 

“Damn Mulley,” the voice on the other end of the line was 

almost laughing. “You’ve done some daft things in yer time but 

that’s… you shot yerself?” 

“That’s what I said, ain’t it?” he said through gritted 

teeth. “Look I’m gonna need t’get this looked at. We’re almost 

done wi’ shuttin’ off the diaphragms as asked. I’ll report in 

when I’m done, K?” 

“All right. Want me to call off the rescue team?” 

McMullen looked up at Abi and she nodded in reply. 

“Yeah. I’ll be fine. It ain’t serious,” he lied. 

“Fine. Just get a move on,” the voice insisted. “There’s 

less than an hour t’go.” 

“I know.”  

Abi switched the wireless off. “Well done,” she said. 

“You were almost believable.”  

“I did what y’asked,” McMullen said. “I played along even 

though it’ll fucking cost me when they find out truth. Let me 

go now.” 

“No,” said Abi. 



“At least gimme some fuckin’ painkillers or some’in’.” 

“No,” said Abi. Sad to say she was actually enjoying 

herself now. 

“Please!” he begged. “Y’can’t just leave it like this. 

There’s… first aid kit above the door there. Bandages. 

Morphine. Please…”  

Abi folded her arms and stared at him. 

“Yer a fucking bitch, y’know that?” McMullen spat. 

“What happens in one hour?” Abi asked. 

This time it was McMullen’s turn to ignore her.  

“Come on now ‘Mulley’, you’re not so tough as all that. 

There’s a bullet gone straight through your thigh. Nasty bit 

of business. Torn ligaments. Fractured bone. Loss of blood. I 

can only imagine how painful it all is.” 

“Alright!” McMullen spat. “It’s… fuckin’ spooks, ain’t 

it.” 

“Go on.” 

“Na-ah,” McMullen insisted. “First painkillers. Then I 

talk.” 

“Fair enough.” Abi fished out the first aid kit from the 

shelf and fished out the bandages and the emergency shot of 

morphine from inside.  

As she worked, she ran through her mind everything she’d 

just seen. She thought about the diaphragm which Hathaway had 

sent her out here to deactivate. That little errand still made 

no sense to her. The ship’s diaphragms were only designed to 

close in an emergency like decompression or fire. In fact, in 



the ship’s entire history they had only ever been closed once 

to Abi’s knowledge and that was centuries ago during the time 

of the… 

She froze. No, it couldn’t be.  

She remembered the correspondence she’d just read.  

“The Geller riots,” she said. “That was the last time the 

diaphragms were closed. The unspoken all rose up as one and 

attacked the crew. They almost succeeded in taking over the 

ship.” 

She remembered the list of capos she’d just seen and 

Dawn’s name among them. ‘Utterly won over to the cause…’  

“The unspoken are going to break out.” She guessed. “No. 

More than that. You want them to break out, don’t you? You’ve 

planned for them to break out!”  

She remembered all the things she’d seen during her last 

few weeks in the bunks. She remembered how much security were 

antagonising them. She remembered the culls. The reduced 

rations. The excessive beatings.  

Brent was right all along – the uniforms wanted the 

unspoken pissed off. “And you’re deactivating the diaphragms – 

the one thing that’ll stop them. Security detail’s been 

reduced. It’s a public holiday so no one will be paying 

attention… My God, it’ll be a massacre!” 

“Aye. Fer them,” McMullen said. He sighed with relief as 

Abi jabbed the morphine shot into his leg. A moment later the 

sigh of relief turned into the same self-satisfied cocky sneer 

Abi remembered from earlier. Like this man were somehow still 



the one in control even though he was chained up and 

practically naked with a bullet hold in his legs. He watched 

her like a lecher as she tied the bandages around his leg. 

“’Athaway’s got it all planned fer.” 

“So you’re saying the plan is that the unspoken will 

break out and that Hathaway will somehow stop them?” 

“Aye. The diaphragms’ll only fail in certain places. 

Shepherds ‘em, see, down a certain route. They’ll go far 

enough t’cause widespread panic o’course. Far enough so 

people’ll be terrified as the reports come in that spooks are 

now in such-an’-such a place on route to such-an’-such. 

They’ll be beggin’ fer ‘elp.” 

“And those diaphragms will have been deactivated by 

people like me,” Abi realised. “It’ll be seen as an inside 

job.”  

“Aye. But the spooks won’t get far. Eventu’ly they’ll 

reach the farms see, and there ‘Athaway’s got three hundred 

o’is best men armed to teeth just waiting for ‘em. It’ll be a 

bottle neck with spooks running ‘ead on into gun fire. Even if 

they see the guns and try an’ stop and turn back they won’t be 

able. There’ll be so many spooks an’ all o’em so Goddamned 

angry. All o’em pushin’ from be’ind. Pushin’. Pushin’.” He 

giggled, whether from genuine glee or morphine it was hard to 

tell. “They’ll all crush ‘emselves t’death!” 

“And Hathaway looks like a hero in front of the whole 

ship for stopping the riots…” 

“Aye,” said McMullen. “An’ now ye know.” 



“Now I know,” said Abi. And yet, it was more than that. 

“If that many unspoken break out at once,” Abi reasoned. “The 

people will demand repercussions. They’ll say the unspoken are 

too dangerous. They’ll say they should just be disposed of.” 

“Spooks’ll die,” McMullen agreed. 

“But the ship has a charter!” Abi insisted. “To protect 

all life on this ship regardless of its status.” 

“Ye should check that charter again,” McMullen said. “You 

ent read small print like.” 

Frowning, Abi turned back to the computer terminal and 

pulled up the copy of the charter the priest had sent Hathaway 

which she had only glossed over before. Sure enough the 

highlighted phrases jumped out at her this time. Phrases like, 

“unless posing significant danger to the well-being of the 

ship” – a phrase that had been used often over the years to 

justify keeping the death penalty. Phrases like, “appropriate 

response”. 

It was all so obvious now that Abi knew what to look for. 

The charter – once the unspoken’s only shield – would now be 

used as a weapon against them. The people were already 

terrified of the unspoken. After a breakout like this, they 

would be clamouring to kill them all off and be done with it 

and the Priesthood would be more than happy to oblige. 

But why go to all that trouble? Abi wondered. The 

unspoken had existed on this ship for centuries. Everyone knew 

it was they who did all the jobs that no one else wanted to 



do. The ship depended on them. The entire economy was based 

around them. Why kill them all now? 

Her eyes went back to the latest productivity reports 

from the farms and that passive-aggressive conversation 

between Commander Hathaway and Commander Gull-Fosset. The 

answer came to her at once.  

“Surely even a man of your unquestionable wit can see how 

we are failing to reach our production targets every single 

week,” Gull-Fosset wrote. “If something isn’t done about this 

situation soon we will soon be at crisis point. Falling food 

supplies and rising prises. Stocks dwindling at a startling 

rate. Ration cuts. Deaths. I trust that statement is simple 

enough for even a man of such busy workload as yours to read 

and understand.”  

The food crisis. 

Abi blinked at the numbers Gull-Fosset had seen fit to 

include and was surprised to find tears in her eyes. It was 

true that Gull-Fosset needed more men working in the farms but 

it was even more true that that would only help lessen the 

issue. It wouldn’t get rid of it completely.  

“Fewer mouths to feed. That’s what this is all about,” 

she realised. “The ship doesn’t produce enough food for 

everyone.” 

“Aye,” said McMullen. “An’ it never will no matter ‘ow 

much Captain wrings ‘is ‘ands and ‘ides behind priesthood’s 

skirts. There’s limited space an’ population just keeps on 

growing.” 



“So you stage this elaborate trap,” Abi fumed and was 

surprised to find tears in her eyes. She scrubbed them away 

angrily. “The unspoken break out. Hathaway stops them. 

Suddenly the food crisis is over and it all looks like it’s 

Hathaway’s doing. That it? And all it takes is the death of 

what? A million people?” 

“Not people,” said McMullen. “Spooks.” 

Abi had never felt so furious in her life. It took all 

her self control not to simply blow McMullen’s head off right 

there and then. That, at least, would give the ship one fewer 

mouth to feed. 

She thought of all the people she had known and loved 

during her time in the bunks. Her brother Brent who was more 

at home in the bunks than he ever had been above decks. Her 

father, who had once been one of the most powerful men on the 

ship. Old Meadow, who had always hated Abi for some reason. 

Even smelly old Vanyan, who had always wanted to get inside 

Abi’s pants.  

And Dawn, Abi’s best friend. 

She would never see any of them ever again.  

She stared down at the report in front of her. Dawn’s 

name with the word ‘yes’ beside it.  

“Oh Dawn… Sweet Dawn…” Abi said. Her fingers brushed over 

that familiar number. The same number tattooed on her friend’s 

arm. The number she had kissed in the dead of night, held 

close to her and promised to protect forever. The number she 

had betrayed.  



“I had to get out,” she told that number. “That was the 

plan, remember? I never wanted this to happen.” 

The number said nothing to her. That was even worse. It 

was worse than being rebuked.  

Abi wanted to run. To scream. She wanted to head straight 

for the bunks and beg them to stop. She would force her way 

inside. Throw herself down before Dawn and the Mongrel and 

anyone else who was in on this thing and tell them everything. 

She wanted to save their lives. 

But it was too late, she realised. This thing was simply 

too huge for one person to stop. Thousands of people. Months 

of work. There were machinations here that went deeper than 

she could ever have believed and she was just a frail exile 

with a stolen ident card and a gun missing two of its bullets. 

Dawn was as good as dead already. 

“But at least I can stop Hathaway,” she thought aloud. 

“If he’s the one that’ll benefit from all this then he’s the 

one that will pay.” It was a crazy plan but Abi was long past 

the point of being careful. If she died tonight then so be it. 

She didn’t want to live in a world with no Dawn anyway. “What 

do you think about that, ‘Mully’?” 

McMullen was no longer conscious. Whether through blood 

loss or morphine the man had passed out in his bonds. He 

looked sad and weak looking lying there with his hollow chest 

and patchy hair and his leg crying tears of blood. 

Abi picked up McMullen’s uniform from the floor and 

dressed in it hurriedly. It was too big for her, of course, 



but from a distance she would look just like any other 

uniform. The last thing she did was remove her hairpiece. Her 

head beneath hadn’t had time to grow much hair of its own and 

the stuff that had sprouted was weak and brittle stuff, 

whitened ahead of its years. Normally she was ashamed to show 

it in public but now was no time for vanity. 

Gun and ident card she slung around her waist. Then she 

paused in the doorway.  

There was still something she was missing. Abi remembered 

Hathaway from her time with Kara over the last few weeks. She 

knew the man. She understood his type from her years living as 

a Leighton. A man like Nathan Hathaway wouldn’t go through all 

the trouble of setting up such an elaborate plan as this if he 

didn’t somehow gain personally from it. 

Altruism alone wouldn’t be enough of a motive for a man 

with as much power as he. Even the praise and glory he would 

gain from stopping the riots and the food crisis would only 

get him so far. 

Abi asked herself: what was the one thing a man like 

Hathaway always craved? 

The answer was obvious. “Power.” 

And it just so happened that Hathaway was up in the 

Captain’s quarters right now and that there was an unspoken 

girl standing beside him. Kara Wicks. The future wife of the 

Captain. A spook.  

There was a spook in the Captain’s quarters with Nathan 

Hathaway beside her on the night of the biggest breakout in 



the ship’s history. On the eve of Hathaway looking like a hero 

in front of the whole ship… 

The elements came together in a rush. 

Suddenly, Abi was running. 

# 

The scene in the dome was starting to get ugly.  

From ordered social niceties to open hostilities, the 

room now resembled two walls of people shouting at each other 

from across an impassable void. Names were thrown and insults 

spat. Some of the women pretended to swoon and their angry 

husbands stood around them waving their arms as they demanded 

space and water. “Look what you’ve done! My wife has fainted!” 

they shouted across that ever widening gap. 

The Captain, the one person who might have been able to 

stop all this chaos, looked meeker than ever at the front of 

the room. He stepped back from the edge of the dais, hands 

over his mouth as he regarded the scene before him in horror. 

His priest Father Krzysztof just shook his head in 

disgust as though he’d always known it would end like this. He 

thumped his cane against the floor and demanded order but the 

nobles were in no mood to listen to the priesthood’s piety 

right then. 

Nathan Hathaway joined the Captain up on the dais. 

Together they pulled the girl Kara up to stand beside them. 

She looked terrified as she watched the scene before her as 

though unable to believe that all her weeks of learning and 

planning could possibly have fallen apart so spectacularly. 



But Nathan Hathaway whispered sweet words. He stood 

between the Captain and his future wife, a pillar of strength 

standing alone amid a sea of turmoil. He told the Captain to 

let the nobles have their moment of stupidity. He told him 

that history would remember this moment far differently. He 

smiled at them both in a way that they couldn’t help but 

believe. He looked positively triumphant standing there, as 

though this were all part of some impossible plan that was now 

coming together perfectly. 

Suddenly the air was split by a harsh wailing sound that 

silenced the warring families at once. Everyone knew that 

sound and every knew to fear it. The ship-wide alarms were 

only ever used for one thing. 

The alarm rang out across the Captain’s quarters, slicing 

the air with a piercing wail that had the nobles falling back 

at once with terror in their eyes. The fainted women picked 

themselves up off the floor, eyes wide as they stared up at 

the source of the sound. 

Servants scurried away into the corners of the room, the 

names of loved ones on their lips. 

No drill had been scheduled, everyone knew. This was 

Earth Day! Nothing bad was supposed to happen today of all 

days… 

The hairs on the back of Stuart’s neck prickled with fear 

as he stared across the dome at his captor and saw that she 

was just as baffled as he was about what was going on. 

He turned to the voice. What’s happening? 



General alarm, the answer came to him at once. Non-

automated. 

Fire? 

No. 

Decompression? 

No. 

The information scrolled behind Stuart’s eyes. Reams of 

data all pointing towards only one horrible possibility. His 

gaze fell on that of his captor and he saw that she too was 

terrified. “It can’t be,” she whispered as though searching 

for reassurance. 

But it was. 

From the back of the room, a security officer was 

suddenly running forwards with a wireless clutched in his 

hand. 

“Protect the Captain!” he screamed at the dumb-struck 

room. “Get him to safety! Protect the Captain!” 

“What’s going on?” someone from the Gull-Fosset side of 

the room shouted out. He spoke in High English, Stuart 

noticed, as though trying to assert some form of order on the 

situation through simple choice of words alone. 

The officer whirled round and gaped at the noble. He 

seemed to notice the crowd of people standing there for the 

first time. “It’s the unspoken!” he said weakly. This time 

some people really did faint.  

“They’ve broken out.” 

 

 


